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Organic semiconductor distributed feedback laser pixels for lab-on-a-chip applications fabricated by laser-assisted replication
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The integration of organic semiconductor distributed feedback (DFB) laser sources into all-polymer chips is promising for biomedical or chemical analysis. However, the fabrication of DFB corrugations is often expensive and time-consuming. Here, we apply the method of laser-assisted replication using a near-infrared diode laser beam to efficiently fabricate inexpensive poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) chips with spatially localized organic DFB laser pixels. This time-saving fabrication process enables a predefined positioning of nanoscale corrugations on chip and a simultaneous generation of nanoscale gratings for organic edge-emitting laser pixels next to microscale waveguide structures. A single chip of 30 mm × 30 mm size can be processed within 5 min. Laser-assisted replication allows for a subsequent addition of further nanostructures without negative impact on existing photonic components. The minimum replication area can be defined as small as the diode laser beam focus spot size. To complete the fabrication process, we encapsulate the chip in PMMA using laser transmission welding.

1 Introduction

Organic semiconductor distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are of particular interest as tunable laser emitters covering the whole visible spectral range.1-5 Enabled by the efficient conversion in their active material, low threshold organic semiconductor lasers allow for free space and integrated excitation sources in spectroscopic investigations.6-9 Particularly, the use of miniaturized laser pixels in all-polymer lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems combined with passive photonic components is promising for bio-medical point of care analysis.10-14 In order to realize laser pixels,
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technologies for local definition of the active material and for the laterally controlled fabrication of DFB-structures have to be developed.

In terms of the gain materials, small molecules such as tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3) doped with the laser dye 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) are competing with conjugated polymers. The former class of materials can be evaporated locally using shadow masking and can thus be combined with predefined grating structures. On the other hand, conjugated polymers can be processed by inexpensive solution-based techniques such as spin coating, dip-coating and doctor blading. These methods, however, result in an organic semiconductor layer covering the whole substrate. A lateral control can be achieved using printing techniques. A particularly interesting approach is the use of ink-jet printing. Ink-jet printing has already been successfully applied to the fabrication of various organic electronic devices, such as organic transistors\textsuperscript{15,16} organic solar cells\textsuperscript{17,18} and organic light-emitting diodes.\textsuperscript{19,20} We have recently successfully fabricated organic semiconductor distributed feedback laser pixels by ink-jet printing the active layer from a conjugated polymer solution. Utilizing an optimized mixture of high-boiling and low-boiling solvents for dissolving the polymer, the ink-jet-printed film profile is optimized, thus creating uniformly emitting organic lasers. Such devices show lasing thresholds as low as 76 nJ/pulse and a spectrally homogeneous laser emission over large areas.\textsuperscript{21}

The laterally controlled fabrication of DFB-gratings for organic semiconductor lasers has only been addressed so far by using nanograting transfer to transfer a the gratings onto a homogeneous gain material layer\textsuperscript{22} and a rather complex approach using direct electron beam lithography (EBL) on conjugated polymers.\textsuperscript{23} On the other hand, various substrate scale techniques such as laser interference lithography (LIL)\textsuperscript{24} and nanoimprint lithography (NIL)\textsuperscript{25} are available to achieve a low-cost fabrication of high-quality DFB corrugation nanostructures on an LOC platform. Among them, NIL promises a mass-production of extremely fine structures with feature sizes down to 10 nm.\textsuperscript{26} The resolution of NIL can be further improved by the fabrication of a rigid mold with sub-10 nm features.\textsuperscript{25} Nowadays, two main subjects of NIL are frequently used in fabrication of DFB corrugations for organic semiconductor laser applications: thermal nanoimprint lithography (TNIL, also known as hot embossing) and UV-assisted nanoimprint lithography (UV-NIL).\textsuperscript{27-30} UV-NIL can be an option to fabricate localized DFB corrugations without negative effects on existing structures, but it is mandatory to use special photoactive materials in the process. This limitation results in a narrow application field in fabrication of LOC systems. TNIL is advantageous for parallel replication of all structures from a master stamp onto a common polymer substrate. Nevertheless, it has three major drawbacks: First is the difficulty in fabrication of predefined partial structures from a rigid master stamp with structures for different purposes. Secondly, the large-area heating can be detrimental for existing LOC passive photonic elements and microfluidic channels. The third issue is long heating and cooling time.

These limitations of TNIL can be overcome using a near-infrared high-power diode laser beam.\textsuperscript{31,32} In this work, we demonstrate a novel laser-assisted replication to fabricate localized surface-emitting (2nd order) and edge-emitting (1st order) organic distributed DFB laser pixels on a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) substrate. Our technique allows for a fast replication with standard TNIL materials due to the localized heating. Not only is the process time reduced, the localized
heating also provides the unique benefit to replicate only parts of the existing structures on a master stamp. Additionally, since only the defined areas are to be heated, it allows for a subsequent additive fabrication of DFB corrugations while all other areas are retained. The minimum localized replication area and the influence of process parameters on corrugation quality are investigated. A functional LOC is finished after encapsulation via laser transmission welding protecting the device from air and water.

2 Fabrication process

In laser-assisted replication, a rigid mold, e.g., a silicon master stamp is pressed under a polymer substrate and the contact area is subsequently heated up by a near-infrared laser beam from above, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Due to heat conduction the temperature of the polymer material which is in direct contact with the master stamp increases. When the temperature exceeds the polymer glass transition temperature, the nanostructures on the rigid mold are replicated into the polymer substrate. After cooling down, the polymer substrate is detached from the rigid mold while the nanostructures are preserved.

To perform the experiments, a high-power diode laser system (Fisba Optik, FLS Iron High Power Diode) with an emission wavelength of 940 nm and a maximal power of 50 W is used. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the diode laser and a pyrometer, which provides an in-situ monitoring of the temperature at the laser focus plane, are integrated within the laser scanner unit. The PMMA substrate and the silicon master stamp are fixed in a pneumatic stage, applying a constant pressure. There are two basic operation modes of the system: constant laser power or constant heating temperature. In our case, the temperature regulation is chosen in order to achieve a homogeneous temperature distribution at the contact surface. Utilizing an F-Theta objective lens (Fisba Optik) with a focal length of 163 mm, the size of the elliptical laser focus spot on the work plane is 0.55 mm × 0.7 mm. Attributed to the applied
scanner system, the maximum laser processing area can reach 100 mm × 100 mm. Before replication, a silicon master stamp was fabricated. Via electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE), the DFB corrugations with grating periods ranging from 195 nm to 450 nm, a height of ~120 nm and a duty cycle of 75% were generated. Via aligned UV-lithography and subsequent RIE on the same wafer, basins for the DFB lasers with a height of 1.2 µm were finished. A thin anti-adhesion layer was then deposited on the wafer to facilitate the polymer substrate detachment.13

For the replication process, a 2 mm-thick PMMA substrate (Evonik, Plexiglas® XT) with a size of 30 mm × 30 mm was positioned on selected corrugations of the silicon master stamp. The following process parameters resulted in highest quality replication: a heating temperature of \( T = 180 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), a laser scan velocity of \( v = 40 \, \text{mm/s} \), a clamping pressure of \( p = 0.1 \, \text{MPa} \) and a hatch distance (offset between two neighboring laser tracks) of \( \Delta x = 300 \, \mu\text{m} \). To achieve a homogenous replication, each substrate was treated twice by the laser beam: first perpendicular to grating orientation, as shown in Fig. 1(a), second parallel to the grating orientation. The replication process took about 5 min for the replication of an area of 40 mm × 40 mm. After replication, the clamping pressure was released. The PMMA substrate was cooled down with a nitrogen spray gun and separated from the silicon master stamp. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show a microscope image and a scanning electron microscope image on PMMA of a grating with period of \( \Lambda = 400 \, \text{nm} \). The grating structures fabricated via laser-assisted replication shows a high fidelity over the whole molding area. The replicated quality was similar to thermal nanoimprint lithography, as shown in Fig. 2(c). However, the laser-assisted replication process took a much shorter time compared to the 45 min-long TNIL process. The Alq3 doped with the laser dye DCM has been chosen as the active material. It forms a very efficient Förster energy transfer system and exhibits an excellent long-term stability. Evaporating 250 nm Alq3 doped with 2.8 wt.% DCM onto the defined grating fields finally yielded the organic DFB laser pixels. The used stencil shadow mask was fabricated by UV-lithography and nickel electroplating.14

Fig. 2 (a) Microscope image of a one-dimensional PMMA DFB grating with a period of \( \Lambda = 400 \, \text{nm} \) fabricated by laser-assisted replication. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of the grating structures fabricated by laser-assisted replication. For comparison (c) shows a scanning electron microscope image of the \( \Lambda = 400 \, \text{nm} \) grating structures fabricated by thermal nanoimprint lithography (IMT-KIT, WUM) using the same silicon master stamp as for (b). A temperature of 180 \( ^\circ\text{C} \) and a pressure of 1.85 MPa were applied for 15 min. The total TNIL process lasted for ~45 min.

3 DFB laser characterization

For optical characterization, the fabricated surface-emitting organic DFB lasers were excited by a diode-pumped, actively Q-switched frequency tripled neodymium:yttrium-orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser (Advanced Optical Technology
L Ltd., AOT-YVO-20QSP) with a wavelength of 355 nm. The pump pulse energy was adjusted with a variable neutral density filter and measured with a calibrated gallium arsenide phosphide photodiode connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS2024C). The sample was kept in a vacuum chamber (< 5×10⁻³ Pa) to protect the active material from photooxidation. The chamber can be shifted in the plane perpendicular to the excitation beam using an automated precision stage. This allows for a spectrally and spatially resolved characterization of the samples. A focusing lens was used to adjust the excitation spot size. Emission from the sample was collected using the focusing lens for the pump beam, then directed through a dichroic mirror and coupled into a multimode optical fiber. Further on, the laser spectra were analyzed using a spectograph (Acton Research Corporation, SpectraPro 300i, variable grating) connected to an intensified charge-coupled device camera (Princeton Research, PiMax 512). The pump spot showed a slightly elliptical shape with a size of 30 µm × 40 µm on the sample.

Figure 3(a) shows the color-encoded spatially resolved lasing wavelength from a PMMA chip containing 9 laser pixels with individual lateral dimension of 500 µm × 500 µm and an interspacing of 500 µm. The grating period of DFB corrugations varies from 370 nm to 450 nm in steps of 10 nm from the outermost left pixel to the outermost right one. The chip was probed with a resolution of 100 µm. The laser emission wavelength did not show any deviation on the area of a single laser pixel within the spectral resolution of our setup (approximately 0.5 nm). This indicates a very uniform replication of nanogratings in PMMA. The corresponding laser emission spectra and the laser threshold values for TE₀-modes are shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). The higher laser threshold from the laser pixel with grating period of 450 nm is attributed to the lower gain coefficient at the emission wavelength of 712.5 nm.

For being suitable for LOC spectroscopic applications, the organic semiconductor lasers are usually based on first-order DFB gratings for emission light in chip plane
only. By introducing a waveguide onto the chip, the first-order organic laser emission can be efficiently coupled and guided to the analyte sites. PMMA chips with via deep ultraviolet (DUV) induced waveguides have been fabricated previously.\textsuperscript{11,13} In this work, we fabricated the active grating and waveguides altogether via laser-assisted replication and evaporated Alq\textsubscript{3}:DCM on both of them to build coupled edge-emitting organic laser on chip. This novel configuration allows for a one-step fabrication of laser and waveguide without mix-and-match pattern-related defects.\textsuperscript{36} Besides, direct connection between laser and waveguide made from the same active material will facilitate an optimum coupling efficiency.

Different gratings with lateral dimensions of 500 \textmu m, interconnected by 300 \textmu m-wide waveguide structures perpendicular to the grating orientation were simultaneously fabricated in 1.2 \textmu m-deep basins on PMMA chip. The grating periods for first-order organic DFB laser were chosen to be $\Lambda = 195$ nm, $\Lambda = 200$ nm, and $\Lambda = 205$ nm, as marked in Fig. 4(a). A 250 nm-thick layer of Alq\textsubscript{3}:DCM was evaporated on the defined grating and waveguide, thus allowing for an optimum light coupling.

The experimental setup for the chip characterization is schematically depicted in Fig. 4(b). The pump laser and the detection system were the same as used for the characterization of the surface-emitting organic lasers, but we changed the detection plane according to the chip orientation. The excitation spot diameter on the sample surface was $\sim$100 \textmu m. In order to limit laser degradation in the ambient atmosphere, we set the excitation repetition rate as low as 100 Hz. Figure 4(c) shows exemplarily the laser spectrum of a DFB laser with a grating period of $\Lambda = 200$ nm. The laser emission at $\lambda = 645.5$ nm was detected at the chip facet using a multimode optical fiber (Ocean Optics, P400-3-UV-VIS). A stronger background due to the Alq\textsubscript{3}:DCM fluorescence than in the case of the surface-emitting lasers is observed. This can be explained by the fact that the fluorescence is coupled into the waveguide with comparable efficiency as the laser radiation. In case of surface-emitting lasers the fluorescence is almost not detected as it is emitted into all directions. The corresponding laser threshold was measured to be 145 nJ/pulse. This higher...
threshold can be explained with the laser being pumped at a larger excitation spot size than for the surface-emitting lasers.

4 Size-dependence of laser-assisted replication

The minimum replication area size is determined by the applied laser beam diameter, the used processing time, and the laser-induced heating temperature in the contact zone of master stamp and polymer. To investigate the spatial resolution limits of the replication process, we fabricated test structures with a tool comprising spatially defined DFB grating areas via laser-assisted replication using different heating periods. Figure 5(a) shows a microscope image of the beginning trail of the replicated structure, which was obtained by laser-induced heating of a single line with a scanning speed of 40 mm/s, corresponding to a ~17.5 ms-long local heating. The red line indicates a fit to the right end of the replicated structures. The rim is in good accordance with the elliptical laser focus spot size of 0.55 mm × 0.7 mm.

Fig. 5 Microscope images of (a) the begin of the replication trail obtained by heating a single line with a laser scanning velocity of 40 mm/s and (b) the replicated spot after 2 s-long punctuate heating in comparison with the laser focus spot (red). (c) Photograph of the complete set of spatially defined laser gratings (from left to right: Λ = 390 nm, Λ = 400 nm, Λ = 410 nm and Λ = 420 nm) on silicon master stamp (top). The actual laser grating areas are visible as homogenous darker grey areas which are separated by auxiliary structures in between. The photograph of the PMMA laser pixels partially replicated on a PMMA chip (middle) and spatially resolved laser wavelengths of fabricated organic DFB laser pixels (bottom) are also shown. (d) Laser spectra corresponding to the grating areas in (c).

In comparison, applying 2 s-long punctuate heating resulted in an expansion of the heat-affected zone on the silicon stamp and a consequently enlarged replication area. As shown in Fig. 5(b), an extension was measured as ~3.8 times of the laser focus spot size.

We verified the versatility of the localized replication by fabrication of preselected laser pixels. Figure 5(c) shows a partial replication from the silicon master stamp with gratings in periods of Λ = 390 nm, Λ = 400 nm, Λ = 410 nm and Λ = 420 nm. Each pixel has a dimension of 500 µm × 500 µm with an interspacing...
of 500 µm. A 2 mm-broad space was excluded from the laser writing path from left to right on chip. As a result, we observed an unformed gap with a width of 1.8 mm between the replicated structures. The slightly smaller unstructured area is attributed to the heat conduction in the silicon master stamp. The spatially resolved lasing wavelength distribution revealed one completely omitted and one only partially available laser pixel. The latter had a clearly defined border. The corresponding laser pixel spectra are shown in Fig. 5(d).

As previously mentioned, a great advantage of the localized replication is the subsequent fabrication of nanostructures with already existing photonic, fluidic or electronic components, which remain unaffected during fabrication process. We demonstrated this by replicating the same structures twice on a single 2 mm-thick PMMA substrate and performing two successive replication processes at a distance of 10 mm. Each replicated area was defined to be 5 × 20 mm² without overlapping each other, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Figure 6(b) shows a photograph of the finished laser pixels on PMMA chip, which can be clearly identified by the interference effect. A 250 nm-thick Alq₃:DCM layer was evaporated on top of the chip to check the laser behavior and determine the replication quality. All laser pixels showed homogeneous laser emissions throughout the whole pixel area with corresponding wavelengths according to their DFB grating periods. Laser pixels having the same grating period revealed comparable characteristics, e.g., the laser thresholds of the laser pixels with grating period of Λ = 420 nm were measured to be 17.3 nJ/pulse and 14.8 nJ/pulse, both emitting at the same laser peak wavelength of λ = 670 nm. The existing grating structures were not influenced by the subsequent replication process. This can be widely useful for LOC and other integrated optics applications. Inexpensive fabrication of identical nanostructures without repetitive construction on a master stamp is shown to be possible.

5 Encapsulation via laser transmission welding

During operation, organic semiconductors suffer from photoluminescence degradation when exposed to air or water. Therefore, an encapsulation is necessary to sustain a long lifetime of the device. Earlier, LOCs containing organic semiconductor lasers were encapsulated in polymer using thermal bonding, which is usually time-consuming and therefore only suitable for parallel processing with large numbers of LOC chips. In addition, high temperature used for bonding leads to bleaching of the organic dyes. Here, we demonstrate the encapsulation of our fabricated organic laser chip via laser transmission welding. For this purpose, the same setup as for laser-assisted replication was used, as shown in Fig. 1. A 2 mm-thick PMMA substrate was prepared as a lid and placed on top of the previously fabricated chip with laser-pixel basins. Since PMMA is transparent for near-infrared radiation, an additional absorption layer of carbon with a thickness of 5-10 nm was deposited under the polymer chip, where the welding process was to be performed (chip edge). Applying the diode laser beam at a wavelength of λ = 940 nm on the chip edge with 5 mm-wide margin, the absorption layer converted the laser radiation into heat, which melted the two PMMA substrates along the contact area and bond them together (heating temperature, T = 140 °C; laser scan velocity, v = 40 mm/s; clamping pressure, p = 0.4 MPa; hatch distance, Δx = 300 µm). A photograph of the encapsulated organic laser chip is shown in Fig. 6(c). As expected, the encapsulation process was found not to affect the emission
properties of the laser pixels. Laser transmission welding is thus not only a practical tool for chip bonding direct after laser-assisted replication, but also can be a substitute of thermal bonding after thermal nanoimprint lithography process.

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 6** (a) Scheme of the first and second laser-assisted replication area in size of 5 mm × 20 mm. (b) Photograph of subsequently fabricated grating structures 1 and 2. (c) Finished chip after encapsulation with PMMA lid via laser transmission welding. The chip edge looks silver due to the absorption layer of carbon.

### 6 Conclusion

In summary, we have successfully applied laser-assisted replication in fabrication of spatially localized organic semiconductor DFB laser pixels on PMMA chips. We accomplished nine surface-emitting laser pixels based on nanogratings with different periods in lateral dimension of 500 µm × 500 µm on a PMMA substrate. We also realized a simultaneous fabrication of nanoscale DFB corrugations and neighboring microscale waveguide basins. After evaporation of the same active material, coupled edge-emitting organic lasers were achieved with combination of the functional waveguides. The minimum fabrication area size was investigated by comparing the replication spot with laser beam focus size and the versatility of spatially localized replication was verified by fabrication of preselected laser pixels. We also proved that using this fabrication method, further nanostructures could be added into the chip platform without negative influence on neighboring photonic components. Consequently, laser-assisted replication is an ideal tool for the fast and flexible fabrication of micro- and nanostructures with high quality, especially suited for rapid prototyping of LOC platforms. Finally, we completed the chip fabrication by encapsulation the polymeric chip using laser transmission welding. This progress in additive fabrication of grating can ideally be combined with our recent progress in ink-jet printing the active gain medium of organic semiconductors. By using different laser pixels, this approach allows for the realization of digitally manufactured versatile coherent light sources integrated in photonic microsystems and LOC devices.
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